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	[image: ]Flash 5 Cartooning (with CD-ROM), 9780764535475 (0764535471), John Wiley & Sons, 2001
Your Complete Guide to State-of-the-Art Flash 5 Cartoons Flash has opened up a whole new world for animators. But how do you create cartoons that make the most of Flash — cartoons that feature appealing characters, convincing movement, and great sound? Flash 5 Cartooning provides the answers. Brimming with full-color examples and savvy advice on the craft of cartooning, this unique guide focuses exclusively on the challenges you face as a Flash animator. From choosing a cartoon style and building repetitive motion cycles to lip-snyching, mastering sound effects, and creating ActonScript-controlled movie clips, it shows you step-by-step how to capitalize on Flash animation tools — and create engaging, commercial-quality cartoons. Bonus CD-ROM
	Example cartoons from the book
	Interactive tutorials
	Flash 5, Fireworks 4, Dreamweaver 4, and FreeHand 9 trial versions
	Adobe LiveMotion, Adobe Streamline 4, and Illustrator 8 tryout versions
	Paint Shop Pro evaluation version
	Screenweaver and ACID Pro trial versions
	ScreenTime for Flash and SoundForge XP demos


System Requirements: PC runningWindows 95 or later, Windows NT 4 or later; Power Macintosh running system 8.1 or later. See the About the CD Appendix for details and complete systems requirements. www.hungryminds.com     

       About the Author

About the Author Mark Clarkson is a former software analyst for Boeing who now works as a freelance writer and computer artist. He has written for Computer Gaming World, Computer Artist, and Computer Graphics World, and his Flash cartoons are featured on AtomFilms.com.
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Building Embedded Linux SystemsO'Reilly, 2003
Building Embedded Linux Systems shows you how to design and build your own embedded systems using Linux® as the kernel and freely available open source tools as the framework.  Written by an active member of the open source community, the book is structured to gradually introduce readers to the intricacies of...
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IT Project Management HandbookManagement Concepts, 2001
Now you can manage IT projects quickly, easily, on time, and on budget!
IT project management has developed into a complex process with a broader scope of responsibilities than ever before. Here is the newest and most comprehensive book to offer winning insights and strategies on how to manage every step of the process. Written by two of this...
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How to Listen to Modern Music: Without EarplugsSound And Vision, 1999
The story goes that the legendary English conductor Sir Thomas Beecham was asked if he had conducted any music by Stockhausen. The reply came, "No, but I once trod in some."  

Like all genuinely serious subjects, modern music is ripe for humour. Musicians everywhere have stories to tell about the strange and bizzare things...
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The Boost Graph Library: User Guide and Reference ManualAddison Wesley, 2001

	This user guide and reference manual provides practical insights into generic programming - techniques which can be used to build your own libraries. The CD-ROM includes a complete electronic version of the book, in hyperlinked, searchable PDF format, as well as the BGL itself.
...
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A Practical Manual of Laparoscopy and Minimally Invasive Gynecology: A Clinical CookbookCRC Press, 2007

	Laparoscopy is one of the standard techniques used by all gynecologic surgeons. This clearly written and beautifully illustrated practical manual describes in detail the technical aspects of both diagnostic and operative laparoscopy and the most useful therapeutic procedures. The exquisitely rendered color drawings demonstrate surgical...
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ULSI TechnologyMcGraw-Hill, 1996

	ULSI Technology describes the theoretical and practical aspects of the most advanced state of electronics technology-ultralarge-scale integration (ULSI), where an integrated circuit (IC) chip contains over 10 million semiconductor devices. With ULSI technology, the cost of electronics products will decrease while the system functionality and...
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